
Dress For Success
We are in the elements for hours at a time.  Cold fingers and cold feet are a common 
complaint, yet it doesn’t have to be.  But it is counter intuitive to address it effectively.
Common knowledge says: have cold hands, get better gloves or hand 
warmers.  This works for glove makers selling gloves, but it doesn’t fix the 
problem.  Yes, wind proof gloves help, but our body has a heat priority that 
gloves don’t address.

Protect your core, or your body will.
Your head, heart, and other vital organs
are your body’s #1 priority.  When faced with adverse temperature
conditions your body redirects your body heat to your core.
Knowing this allows you to dress differently.  The warmer
you keep your core, the more body heat is available to
your fingers and toes.

Dressing in layers
Most of us know this, when it gets cold, add a layer,
but of what and how many?  In short, until your core is 
warm enough to keep your hands warm.  In Wisconsin 
temperatures, 5-8 layers can do the trick.  
But it does depend on what the layers are.

Wearing the right layers
Your body produces heat, heat produces moisture.  
Call it condensation, perspiration, or sweat, it is water.  
How you manage this water, determines how warm you
can be when it is really cold outside.  What your layers are
made of, makes a huge difference in what happens to the 
moisture.



Dress For Success
Cotton is Rotten
Cotton is a wonderful material for most clothing, it is 
inexpensive and durable.  There are fewer more 
absorbent materials than cotton.  Most of our clothing 
is cotton; t-shirts, flannel, white waffle 
long underwear, socks, bras, underwear, pajama pants, 
sweat pants, denim, hoodies, turtle necks, sweaters, 
all have cotton in them.  Layer up with all those, and it is a 
lot of layers, but every one of them is holding water near 
your body. If you are in below freezing temperatures, 
all those layers will not keep your core warm enough 
to warm your fingers and toes.
Check your tags
50/50 is half cotton, still holds water.  You’d be 
surprised what you already have in your closet.  Wool, 
silk, polyester, polypropylene, rayon, and most 
synthetics offer better warmth for no other reason than 
they are non absorbent.  Polypro is typically used in 
“wicking” layers.
Layer up, take 2
Get some polypropylene long underwear.  It comes in 
different weights, light, medium, and heavy.  A spring 
weight set combined with a mid weight set make great 
sub zero layering.  Wear those as a wicking layer and 
under a fleece, then add wool socks.  Still want that 
flannel? keep 2 or 3 polypropylene layers between your 
skin and that flannel for warmth and style.  With these 
base layers, add snow pants and a coat to warm those 
fingers and toes this season!


